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EFFECT OF PRECOMPRESSION 
ON CAPPING TENDENCY 

Compaction simulators are a key technology allowing 
scientists to develop formulations and troubleshoot 
tablet defects. It means that formulation scientists or 
tech transfer engineers can assess the influence of 
process parameters on tablet properties to preempt 
risk during scale-up or to solve production issues 
with minimal powder consumption and avoiding 
unnecessary use of production assets.

The goal of this study is to generate tablet defects 
such as capping and use precompression to lessen 
this phenomenon without modifying the formulation. 
This will demonstrate that such tablet defects can 
be foreseen on compaction simulators right from 
the development stage to reduce cost and save time 
during scale-up and production. 

BULLETIN
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The small rotary profile with pre and 
main compression 

1

The Small Rotary Press compression profile on STYL’One 
Nano makes it possible to mimic the kinematic behavior of 
a R&D rotary press with pre and main compression. 

For reminder, tablet fracture at ejection is a common industrial issue. In particular, capping is 
a common defect on tablets and corresponds to the failure of the tablet’s cup. It can appear 
on one or both sides of the tablet. This defect can be induced by several causes such as 
insufficient air escape during tablet compression, high compression speed, excessive elastic 
recovery or unreasonable die wall pressure. The mechanism at the origin of capping is often 
not well understood. 

Nevertheless, it is well known that the use of tapered dies, lower compression speed or 
plastic excipients will influence final tablet quality attributes and might be a proper solution 
to solve capping. However, those responses to capping will have an impact on tooling cost, 
production yield and regulatory validation. The addition of precompression might be the 
easiest and most cost-effective solution for your process.

Scientists can then assess the influence of compression process parameters on tablet quality 
attributes. For instance, higher compression speed will impact compression time including dwell-
time, but also relaxation time and ejection time which might influence tablet hardness, disintegration, 
or dissolution.

Figure 1
Small Rotary Press profile 
according to USP <1062>
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Figure 2
Small Rotary Press profile at 
70 rpm on STYL’One Nano
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For all trial conditions, a plateau was achieved at a compression force of 16 kN, followed by a loss of 
hardness. Without precompression, achieving the 40N-targeted hardness was not possible because 
capping was obtained on 80% of tablets. With precompression, the targeted hardness was reached 
before the plateau, lowering the risk for capping.
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Reduce capping with the use of 
precompression

For this study, a formulation of 78% dibasic calcium phosphate, 20% maize starch and 2% magnesium stearate was 
prepared. According to Barbara Fretter and al., this formulation shows capping at high tableting speeds. 

A four-point manufacturability profile was built from 5kN to 23 kN with the STYL’One Nano compaction simulator at 70 
rpm and mounted with Eu D9 R12 round tooling. A repeat was performed with 20% and 50% precompression to assess 
its effect on capping.
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Figure 3
Manufacturability plots for different 
precompression levels
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1    Understand API/excipient compression behavior 
(plastic, elastic, brittle, etc.) 

1    Optimize lubrication to preserve tablet quality and 
tooling integrity

1    Find optimal formulation to meet tablet quality 
attributes (hardness, dissolution, disintegration, 
friability, etc.) and cost target

1    Explore process parameters (dry granulation, wet 
granulation, drying, milling, compression, etc.) and 
their impact on tablet quality attributes

1    Save time and money during development with a 
low product consumption

STYL’One Nano key benefits1
The STYL’One Nano is a compaction simulator focused on API characterization 
and formulation development. This R&D tablet press is invaluable during the first 
step of drug development to de-risk scale-up. It allows researchers to: 
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Think about using the rotary press 
profile to avoid tablet defects

This case study demonstrated how the rotary profile on the STYL’One Nano allows scientists to detect and prevent 
capping with precompression. Developing robust formulation without the need of precompression is recommended and 
precompression should remain a solution to problems during scale-up. Different studies can be easily performed on the 
STYL’One Nano mounted with punches used in manufacturing. For example:

1

1    Create real prototypes of your future drugs with the production tooling

1    Detect and prevent tablet defects right from the early formulation development phase 

1    Test potential solutions to avoid tablet defects
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